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About This Game

Emporium is a short interactive vignette. Exploring notions of escapism, loss and a fragmented sense of self in the wake of a
personal tragedy.

These pockets of dissonant clarity are a vain effort to find beauty, poetry and reason in one's bleakest and most desperate
moments.

Emporium is a small game lasting roughly 30 to 45 minutes. It has a minimal approach to game play, focusing on visuals and
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audio to build a visceral experience with sporadic dialogue choices leading the narrative.
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Title: EMPORIUM
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tom Kitchen
Publisher:
Tom Kitchen
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Core i5 processor or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 645 OEM or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Not Recommended for Intel integrated graphics cards.
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plays like its at 15 fps. I like this game.

But for the love of god, please interpolate your camera transitions.. This game is unbeatable on the first level lol. Press Tab
everyday. Not very interesting weapons or missions.

Cheap enough if you like the original game, but I'm left feeling dissapointed.. This game still needs a lot of work but yet the dev
has already left. I along with a lot of other people bought this game to support the dev because we thought it was going
somewhere but nope he took the money and gave the game away for free. Getting stuck in the terrain when even walking on a
little hill. Crafting is boring. same loot over and over again when killing bosses. I feel there was supposed to be a lot more added
to this game but seeing as the dev decided to bail on this game to work on another game and that tells me a lot about this dev..
Maximum Override is a one trick pony that was rushed out to the race on 3 legs, with no tail, and it's head on backwards. This
game may have/have had potentially, but now that it's considered out of early access I'm going to review it:
In short, this game is bad. In long this game is a buggy, uncontrollable mess, with few redeming qualities outside of it's "lol
meme physics" appeal that may entice the one off streamer. None of this is to say it's not fun, it's just that everything this game
does, some other game does better. If you want wacky physics, goat simulator's your game, if you want odd map's and non-
traditional gameplay, go play katamary and thank me later, if you want destruction, redfaction guerilla is superb.

In short, this game is a mediocre title that does some interesting things, but didn't have nearly enough time in development.. Just
no.

Don't recommend it.
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Bought this game. And I don't recommend it. Lack of updates and the tutorial is not very helpful.. Terrible, no audio no matter
what option you choose. . . after I stopped using it I switched to shadowplay and that's not working at the moment and this didn't
produce audio.. IT IS THE STEALERS OF THE GENES. Awful version of Risk, I have been playing this game since childhood
( a long time )and this version bears little resemblance to the original , v poor graphics, no missions,ridiculously fast AI
gameplay, fine if you have a short attention span, not a patch on how it should be and I should know because I have the original
boardgame and the pc disk, I got this on sale but wish I hadnt bothered !!. First of all, I got this game on sale. If I had paid full
retail price, I wouldn't have recommended this game. However, I do recommend this game at $5 or even $10. Each mini-game
runs smoothly without any errors. There are power-ups and bonuses that enhance and add variety as you progress (along with
added difficulty) and, of course, there are leaderboards. The main benefit is that you will get a workout (for those who hate to
exercise otherwise). Not all 3 mini-games are of equal value however. Also, if you have a friend, you can PvP (you probably
won't find a game otherwise but add me as friend if you want to PvP).
 Here's my review broken up:

1) Bowshot 9/10. This is the real gem from the "arcade saga." A lot of fun. Very fast action, you have to move around to avoid
shots and quickly shoot back and/or powerup your shots. 360 degree moving targets, shooting at you so you have to keep
moving, you get the idea, very challening and unlike some reviewer said, the LAB bow mini-game is NOT more fun LOL. I
don't know any other bow game that is this fast paced and makes you move around as much as this with enemies everywhere.
There's prettier graphics on other shooting games, but not one that will make you move as fast and shoot as fast as this.

2) Smash 7/10. Very fun, you get a nice workout. Reminds me of Ripcoil (Oculus) or Holoball. The graphics aren't as good as
Ripcoil, but it has more variety in the gameplay. I like the small hallway, as it means you can focus more on small movements to
return serve. So it's more about strategy and timing than moving physically fast.

3) Fracture 4/10. Very much like Boom Ball Kinect (almost exactly the same) or RacketNX (RacketNX is way more fun). It's
hard to control the swing of the bat to make the ball go where you want. Very frustrating. Just not too exciting even if it was
easier to aim. You move the least in this game as you mostly just swing (you can summon the ball close to you to hit it)

So 2 of the 3 games are fun and even the last one is not bad for a change-up. Definitely buy on a deep sale.. This game does not
support windows 10.

No longer playable due to Games For Windows shut down.. Game is fun if played in short spurts. Dungeon runs last 5-10
minutes usually. Can get a little repetitive.. This game is quite tough to play but rewarding so it is great fun.

The graphics are nicely done playing to what works well in VR.
I had tried the Golf Club VR a while back but that was a blurry mess on my system and the UI and gameplay was a little dry.
Everyday Golf however gets the UI right and feels more like a game with its nice progession system where you earn credits for
how well you do on a hole to unlock goodies and more courses.

I am not great at golf and this game is quite a simulator so I have many shots slicing and flying off in really bad directions.
What is great is when you nail the swing, and you know it, and the ball goes pretty much where you were hoping for, thats what
makes a great golf game for me. I've played a fair bit of mouse golf in the past and even tried Kinect but VR is just fantastic.

If you get easily frustrated then you might want to give it (any golf game) a miss, but if you are like me and see a target with a
recommended shot count as a challenge that can not be ignored and are willing to retry over and over, spending a whole session
on just that one hole until you get that blimming par then you have found your game.

Sometimes the swing will glitch and just miss (without a stroke penalty) but if you take a breath and reset yourself its usually
fine.
When you first start playing putting can sometimes feel hit and miss, but the game has a star system for the fairway and green as
a guide before each hole, with the right amont of luck and skill it is possible to get in the cup.

Left handed Rift user with a AMD 8350 and GTX970 running on high quality in game.
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